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BUTTERFLY from page 1

with black. The fore wings are
elongated, the silver-and-brown
striped body is slender, and the head
has long antennae. It is found year-
round along sunny roadsides and
other open situations endowed with
the flowering passion vines required
to satisfy the butterfly's addiction.

Bright silver metallic spots on the
underside of the hind wing give the
gulf fritillary (Agrau/is vani//ae) a
confusing common name, as it is not

a true fritillary but a member of the
Heliconiidae, commonly called

"long wings." Our subspecies,

Agrau/is vani//ae nigrior, occurs from

Florida west to Louisiana, and north

to North Carolina, and also in
Bermuda. A similar sub-species, A.v.
insularis, is found in the Bahamas and
Cuba.

Three or more broods are hatched

each year, with the first adults
emerging in south Florida in
February, and later, farther north-
ward as the larvae's foods become
available. Yellowish pinhead-sized
eggs are laid singly on the undersides
of their host plants. Before hatching,

mottled markings appear. Brownish-

yellow larvae striped in darker brown

are festooned with six rows of

harmless branching spines on the
body and a pair of longer ones on the

head.
The distinctive brownish pupa

hangs upside down in a pendulous
fashion. In profile, it has a "hump-

backed" appearance. As it ages, the

color darkens, and it could easily be
mistaken for a dried leaf.

The fast-flying adult may be

observed at close range when

absorbed in feeding. Because the

larvae feed on passion vines, the
butterfly is unpalatable to birds and
lizards.

(Eve Hannahs has promised to

write some more on butterflies that
are attracted by native plants for the
next issue of Palmetto. Ed.)

learn from the past the lessons of
Dutch elm disease, chestnut blight,

and lethal yellowing of palms. Those

trees which occur naturally as forest
dominants - live oak and Dade
County pine - are safest to use in

large stands. The live oak, in

particular, increases diversity
because it is a favored host for a large
variety of epiphytes.
Suitability to Site

Suiting the native trees and plants
to the site - that is, to soil type and
drainage conditions - is important.
While many hardy species will grow
anywhere in the area, an integrated
ecosystem will make better wildlife

habitat and be more resilient when

stressed. Inevitably, older urban
areas exist where grading and other
changes in the drainage system have

PUBLIC LANDSCAPING
How to Evaluate the Ecology

b Laura Brinkley biologi~al unit can enhance. the value
y of native plant landscaping. Two

As urbanization spreads and principles apply to this situation: 1)

natural plant communities disappear, maintenance of diversity, and 2)
we grow concerned about the appropriateness to the site.

survival of our native plant and Landscaping between natural areas
animal communities. More and provides a bridge for faunal dispersal.

more, cities and counties are Many small animals need several of

specifying native plants for public their generations to migrate a few
areas - a sign of growing ecological miles. If the plants they depend on do
and energy consciousness. However, not occur at close enough intervals,

if the natural characteristics of south they will not migrate. To have a rich

Florida, or indeed, any region, are to urban fauna, we must also have a

be preserved, an ecological a~pro~ch species-rich urban flora.
must be taken to encourage diversIty. Variety in planting will add texture
This means planting in a given area and a human dimension to city
not just those plants which will environments where block after
survive, but those which are block of identical buildings stand. If a
indigenous to the soils and hydrology grove of trees of a single species is

and, wherever space or conditions used for design reasons, as in some

allow, to recreate the entire native plazas or vestpocket parks, they
p I ant com m u nit y, wit hit s should differ from adjacent street

accompanying animal community, or trees, and accompanying plantings

at least the smaller members thereof. should be diverse. Varying the

Urban islands of native plant species used, perhaps by mixing
communities, linked by a diversity of groupings at corners and inter-
native plants used in traditional spersing small slow-growing trees,
landscaping, provide reservoirs of can relieve the sameness of very long

the innumerable small forms of barrier hedges or median plantings

animal life that form the basis of the on roadways, and make them more

food web. They also are food and valuable ecologically.
nesting areas for the esthetically A single species dominates many

pleasing birds and butterflies, and beautiful avenues in south Florida.
soften the demarcation between For the sake of diversity, parallel
country and city. In addition, great streets and cross streets can be
educational benefits are gained from planted to different species. This will

having natural communities not only relieve monotony, but will
accessible to schools, amateur ensure that an entire neighborhood
naturalists, and children's will not be denuded by disease.
organizations such as the Scouts. Although our native plants are prized

Where a natural landscape cannot for their resistance to pests and

be reconstructed, the application of disease, we should not forget that, for

ecological principles and an most of them, their natural habitat is a
awareness of the urban area as a mixed forest environment. We must


